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Technology and Software

Major Findings, New Capabilities, and Scientific Advancements
Challenge: Make Scientific Datasets Discoverable with Little Effort from Dataset Producers
• Crawling and indexing datasets (e.g., tabular data) do not aid discovery of those datasets; datasets
consist of just numbers in many cases.
• Personalized recommendation systems that make use of users’ past interests and activities are
therefore pivotal because they rely on information held outside of datasets.
• However, significant effort is needed for repository administrators to integrate usage data with
recommendation systems.

Our Approach: Automatic Extraction of Dataset Usage Information from Existing Repositories
• Little to zero investment (time & money) expected from repositories to make use of our approach.
• Our harvester extracts access information from Google Analytics into ‘items’, ‘users’, and ‘clicks’ (on
repository website), and feeds that data to our recommendation system.
• Repository administrators can configure what constitutes an ‘item’, a ‘user’ and a ‘click’ for
determining what exactly is to be recommended to consumers.
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Several Algorithmic Improvements for Personalized Recommendations are Currently Studied
Recommendation
Algorithm

How it works?

Our Improvement

Latent Factor
Extracts user interest from Not all web pages about a dataset are related to the dataset the
Approach for
clicks made by users on web same way; we are leveraging that variance in web page differences
by inferring different weights for different pages through regression
Implicit Feedback pages about a given item.
techniques.
Content based
Approach

Uses metadata about items We are casting a wider net by matching interests of ‘similar users’
to match user interests and against items’ metadata.
items.

Implicit Feedback Different users exhibit
Normalization different ‘click’ behavior,
which requires
normalization.

We are extracting the behavioral uniqueness of a user compared to
fellow users by normalizing click-through rate using approaches
adapted from information retrieval.

Software Development
• We developed a scalable recommendation system that can produce personalized recommendations over millions
of datasets.
• Software will be released open source by Fall 2017.
• System can provide recommendations using multiple approaches; some are currently being added:

User Interface Design in the Pilot
• Many scientific dataset discovery websites are text heavy; we designed a tile-based user interface in our pilot
that balances graphics with text.
• Rating widgets in several websites do not provide guidance to users on how to rate; we designed a mechanism
to convert user opinion about validity, reliability, dataset completeness, etc., into a numerical rating scale.
• We provided options to switch between different recommendation algorithms.

Community Integration and Broader Impact
Community Integration
• Collaborating with Vermont Monitoring Cooperative to apply our advancements to recommendation
systems within the ‘forested ecosystem’ community.
• Under discussion with University of Arizona to apply our advancements within their Cyverse System.

Recommendation System for DOI-based Datasets
•
•
•

DOIs are accessed globally and by users from disparate communities.
Pilot makes use of access logs to produce personalized recommendations.
Pilot is made available here: https://datacriterion.org
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